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Table Filter:

To expand a filter row, click on filter icon.
To hide a filter row, click filter icon again.
Expand dropdown to select filtering parameters
On click select, row gets filtered

COLUMN SORTING

Column Sorting:

To activate sort, click on column header
On click, sorting arrow appears on the left of the column header
If the user clicks on a column that is already sorted, reverse the
sort order and rotate the sort icon.
On first click, column is sorted in alphabetical order, A-Z
On second click, column is sorted in alphabetical order, Z-A
Content remains sorted till page reload or sorting being initiated
in another column
If table search is triggered, table data reloads, sorting is
removed



Searched Table - Search criteria display and removal functionality.

Truncation of records

If the content in a column is too lengthy to fit within the column width,
the content will be truncated with an ellipses at the end. On hover
over the truncated string, the content will be expanded. Formatting -
as in regular tooltip ( ).TOOLTIPS

Scrolling within a table

Default number of records before scrolling appears is 10.

If user selects to view more than 10 records at a time, and the query
returns more than 10 records, user will only see 10 records within a
table window, and the area between table header and table footer
(pagination) becomes scrollable.

Scrolling will be added to the right,

Scrolling bar

width:15px;

border-left: 1px solid $LightGray;

Scrolling control:

width: 14px;

color: $LightGray;

PAGINATION

https://confluence.oceanx.com/display/SFISH/UX+Style+Guide#UXStyleGuide-TOOLTIPS


Pagination

10 items are displayed per page
User may select 10/25/50 items to display per page
Items count is displayed to the left of the pagination arrow
controls
If less than 10 items are displayed in the table, pagination arrow
controls are disabled, opacity 50%
If user is viewing any page other than first or last, both
pagination arrow controls are enabled, opacity 80%
If user is on the first page with more pages available, left arrow
control is disabled, opacity 50%, right arrow control is enabled,
opacity 70%
If user is on the last page with one more pages available, left
arrow control is enabled, opacity 80%, right arrow control is
disabled, opacity 50%
Sorting and filtering are retained through pagination
Hover state of pagination arrows is 100%

REMOVING RECORDS

Behavior:

Where in tables there is a "Remove" column, items may be
removed from the Catalog/Kit/Box.
This action will not affect single item.
On hover over the Remove icon, the icon highlights from 70%
opacity to 100% opacity, cursor changes and tooltip "Remove
product from <>" where <> is current Catalog, Kit, or Box. 
On Click, user sees a confirmation dialog.
On confirmation, item gets deleted from

See .confirmation dialog specs
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